Title word cross-reference

+ [529], 2 [754], 3 [1691]. \( k \)
[1064, 189]. \( kb \) [520]. \( \lambda \) [1612].

* [518].

dimensional [754].

11 [768, 1268].

2 [1218, 1242]. 2002 [1230, 1229, 1228].
2013 [1210]. 21st [1675, 1210]. 2ndStrike
[447, 824].

360 [375].

64-bit [231].

AASH [214]. abandon [274]. abduction
[752]. abductive [870, 1428]. ABFT [1331].
ABI [424]. abolishing [121]. abort [1689].
Abstract [1528, 410, 1113, 1490, 1521, 55,
1010, 747, 1027, 1479, 1483, 1504, 1132, 1516,
1401, 1663, 1233, 1580, 476, 1287, 240].
Abstracting [240]. Abstraction
[1109, 28, 1121, 1111, 1437, 1511, 756, 299,
383, 1631, 1440, 501, 532, 1102, 1151, 1019,
688, 1484, 1161, 370, 226, 374, 1622].
Abstraction-guided [28]. Abstractions
[1577, 757, 150, 320, 498, 300, 359, 19, 1548,
390, 18, 1655, 1284, 305]. abuse [1370]. AC
[691]. accelerate [129, 954]. Accelerating
Chlorophyll
Embedded

embedding [340, 989].

Empirical [1403, 1429, 1176, 1054, 782, 1677].

emulation [1666, 922].

emulator [1335, 1301, 579].

enable [956].

enabled [1066].

enabling [160, 648, 543, 575, 165, 694, 85].

coding [1583].

encodings [892, 718].

End [1625, 198].

End-to-end [1625, 198].

ending [1468].

endpoint [1719].

Energy [1062, 1587, 1578, 213, 180, 1586, 1358, 1177, 1440, 1178, 80].

energy-conscious [180].

Energy-efficient [213].

EnerJ [496].

enforced [224].

enforcement [198, 1648, 641].

enforcing [734].

enforestation [1171].

Engage [877].

engine [851, 263, 1341, 714].

Engineering [1101, 677, 43, 791].

engines [799, 458, 835, 855].

Enhanced [577, 421].

enhancement [105, 429, 806].

Enhancing [910, 667, 1035, 1605].

enough [63].

enqueuers [580].

Ensuring [450, 827].

enumeration [1092].

environment [802, 707, 1202, 1053, 1393, 1305].

environments [211, 1671, 208, 586, 213].

Equality [1012, 427, 1386].

equational [600].

equations [1285, 1532, 111].

equivalence [637, 1139, 995, 24, 1620, 1425].

equivalence-preserving [637].

equivalences [1503].

equivalent [292].

era [708].

error [984, 1331, 870, 94, 619, 519, 848, 1621, 278, 469, 1235, 75].

error-handling [469].

error-tolerant [984].

errors [1525, 1679, 1514, 514, 1551, 111, 1619, 1012, 448, 825, 1524, 1448].

escape [1039].

essay [332].

essence [1499, 402].

Establishing [977].

estimates [670].

estimation [545].

estimator [1358].

eval [1148, 1049].

Evaluating [201, 590, 179, 507].

Evaluation [547, 217, 925, 346, 263, 677, 1480, 1191, 704, 917, 1227, 300, 66, 1633, 662, 353].

event [1339, 969, 1280, 1218, 1630, 343, 100, 1411].

event-based [1339].

event-driven [1280, 1218, 1411].

event-loop [969].

events [227, 535].

eventual [1502].

every [237].

everything [428, 805].

everywhere [1485].

evolution [416, 787, 1185, 421, 687].

evorable [271].

evolving [792, 1446].

exactly [1596].

example [510].

examples [328, 591, 382, 509, 1650].

Exascale [114].

exception [660].

exceptions [1146, 433, 810].

exchange [131].

Exchanging [338].

executable [770].

executables [1632].

executing [1405].

executing [261].

Execution [1057, 915, 145, 1449, 68, 238, 1200, 110, 1617, 1583, 1040, 1720, 564, 200, 871, 1707, 1404, 514, 525, 495, 57, 866, 1044, 1616, 475, 1045, 905, 573, 1182, 490, 1314].

executions [595, 1264, 641].

executive [484].

exemplified [800].

exhaustive [1282].

existing [310].

exit [1300].

exotypes [1606].

expansion [1273].

expensive [396].

Experience [256, 1001, 339, 1394, 1011, 269, 1393, 779, 1573, 614, 1098, 50].

Experiences [353, 1655].

experiment [276, 1550, 801].

experiments [1140].

expert [955, 1185].

experts [279].

explain [1014].

Explicit [778, 565, 1386].

Explicitly [1009].

Exploiting [528, 1365, 1085, 672, 1063, 1588, 189, 867, 523].

Exploration [1585, 1439, 1586, 1344, 980, 104].

exploratory [801].

Exploring [455, 832, 1031, 1345].

Expressing [1346, 1609, 868].

expression [387, 353, 1345, 935].

expressions [311].
[268, 1473, 878, 1362]. Expressive
[378, 225]. ExpressOS [1197]. Extended
[1228, 582]. Extending [48, 929, 715, 1026].
extensibility [663, 1100, 173]. Extensible
[1470, 354, 1397, 1543, 1597, 1413, 1142, 749,
922]. extension
[692, 1590, 623, 482, 1171, 1634]. extensions
[1156, 1391, 694, 777]. EXTERIOR [1307].
external [1307, 70]. extract [1027].
extracted [1590]. Extracting [1720, 884].
extraction [1247, 1650, 412].
extrapulation [1038, 569]. Extreme [124].

F [1607, 1575]. F# [273]. F* [773].
F-bounded [1607]. F4F [699]. facets [740].
facilitate [76]. Facilitating [909]. facility
[568, 1178]. Factor [351]. factorizations
[944]. factors [332]. factual [1525]. fail
[333]. failure [1181, 1681, 650, 1176].
failure-aware [1681]. failures [1264, 543].
Fair [1508, 1698]. Fairness [90]. Faith
[332]. false [460, 837, 640, 1676]. families
[1532]. Family [1553, 1159, 1555, 306].
Family-based [1553, 1159, 1555]. fanout
[1317]. fanout-optimal [1317]. farm [488].
Fast [875, 1254, 546, 1325, 1702, 544, 1256,
128, 545, 1290, 940, 437, 814, 1663, 936,
1413, 56, 1337, 1635, 583]. Faster
[1169, 927, 888]. FastLane [1326]. Fault
[1122, 1234, 1331, 1358, 944, 1212, 1317, 1184].
fault-tolerant [1317]. Faults
[452, 829, 1446]. FBCS [726]. FC [1386].
fear [272]. Fear [1092]. Featherweight
[117, 1182]. Feature
[785, 1555, 786, 1160, 61, 419].
feature-based [1555]. feature-oriented
[419]. features [60, 62, 761, 1160, 61].
feedback [1259, 1443, 1252].
feedback-directed [1443]. feval [1540].
FFT [1691]. field [1624]. fields [1608].
FIFO [1582]. file [921, 1213]. filestores
[626]. filling [1660]. filter [1514]. filtering
[945, 67, 460, 837]. filters [1155]. find [893].
Finder [279]. Finding

[178, 1073, 506, 1284, 328, 77, 700]. Fine
[1212, 551, 1713, 1056, 1545, 99, 653, 1218,
378, 88, 1178, 868, 1130, 594, 349].
Fine-grain [1713, 99, 653, 88].
Fine-grained [1212, 551, 1056, 1545, 1218,
378, 1178, 868, 1130, 594, 349]. finish [117].
finite [994, 738]. finitely [1291]. Firepile
[796]. First [1606, 681, 1439, 1246, 750, 602,
1453, 645, 355, 1060, 606, 321]. First-class
[1606, 681, 355, 1060, 606, 321]. first-order
[645]. Fissile [1485]. fitting [282]. fixed
[631, 1292]. fixed-point [631]. fixing [515].
flash [1242, 1244, 113, 1242].
FlashExtract [1650]. flattening [1323].
FlexBFS [950]. flexibility [203]. Flexible
[326, 1420, 88, 723, 694, 866, 794, 1155, 95].
Flikker [445, 822]. floating
[1449, 1146, 893, 1679, 183, 1604].
floating-point
[1449, 1146, 893, 1679, 183, 1604]. Flow
[686, 1624, 740, 36, 1112, 843, 298, 241, 1631,
1249, 913, 1233, 491, 1461, 1473, 1653, 398,
844, 723, 999, 606, 1356, 1492].
Flow-sensitive [668]. FlowDroid [1624].
FlumeJava [194]. fly [1449, 1451, 457, 834].
focus [22]. food [43]. footprint [685].
forcing [1188]. formal [116]. foresight
[1275]. forest [942, 626]. forever [717].
Forge [1558]. fork [139]. fork-join [139].
Formal [982, 1050, 362, 1267, 1158, 793, 770,
1640, 1642, 596, 800]. Formalizing [762].
formally [1427]. format [582]. formation
[1300]. FORMLESS [845]. formulae
[265, 636]. formulas [1510]. Forsaking
[1416]. Fortifying [257]. Fortran [1682].
forward [619, 1309]. forwards [1467].
foundation [608, 1158, 857, 518].
foundations [1488, 46, 755]. Fourier [583].
FPGA [953, 619, 282]. fragmentation
[176]. fragmentation-tolerant [176].
fragments [514]. framework
[1562, 180, 1592, 1270, 747, 1027, 1543, 923,
1312, 958, 1392, 1650, 49, 884, 1668, 261,
1695, 539, 1295, 1328, 924, 801, 699, 1605,
...


Jazz [1052]. Jennisys [1038].


malware
managed
management
manifest
manifesting
manual
many
many-core
MapReduce
MapReduce
mark
mark&sweep
mark-compact
market
market-driven
Mathematica
Matrices
Mathematizing
Mathematics
Mathematics
Maximal
maximum
May
may-must
MCA
MCAPI
Meaning
measured
measurement
Mechanical
Mechanism
Mechanized
Mechanizing
Mechatronic
Medusa
megabase
Mementos
memories
Memory
messages
Messages
Meta
Meta-theory
Meta-level
Meta-programming
Meta-programming
metaprogramming
Mezzos
Micro
Micro-pages
microkernel
microprocessors
Middleweight
middleweight
migration
Migrations
Mining
Mint
Miniapp
Miniboxing
Minimal
Minimal-overhead
Minimization
Minimize
minimum
Mining
Mio
minutes
missing
missing
Mitigating
mitigation
memories
messages
Mezzos
Micro-pages
Micro-pages
microkernel
microprocessors
Middleweight
middleweight
migration
Migrations
Mining
Mint
Miniapp
Miniboxing
Minimal
Minimal-overhead
Minimization
Minimize
minimum
Mining
Mio
minutes
missing
missing
Mitigating
mitigation
memories
messages
Mezzos
Micro-pages
Micro-pages
overcoming [102], 1158, 26, 778, 1552, 682, 189, 1413, 1151, 57, 419, 199, 352, 53, 421, 644, 78, 196, 931].


overcoming [1157]. Overdriver [555].


overload [555]. oversubscribed [555].

overview [959, 952]. OWL [1205]. own [43].

Ownership [1332, 1155, 311, 312, 121, 38, 566, 1462].


Painless [989, 928]. pair [605]. pairs [1709].

panel [137, 1210]. paper [1223, 964].

par-monad [1002]. paradigm [283].

paradise [331]. paradox [189]. Paragon [1179].


Paralocks [36]. ParaLog [85]. parameter [41]. parameterization [1117].


PARRAY [939]. parser [262, 724, 518, 423].

Parsing [617, 1143, 1371, 882, 686, 55, 334].

part [1480, 298]. Partial [498, 1509, 1432, 395, 263, 1279, 1450, 1072, 878, 662].


partitioned [96, 970, 1354]. Partitioning [1586, 1342, 480, 445, 822, 1245, 148, 1431].

party [297]. pass [405, 912]. pass-through [912].

passing [1332, 1076, 566, 1687, 368, 781].

Patch [550, 1183].

Path [524, 479, 449, 826, 1424, 219, 7, 1444, 165].

Path-based [524]. paths [1510, 1404, 1291].

pattern [397, 1135, 1282, 622, 404, 715, 1546].

pattern-based [397]. pattern-matching [404].

Patterns [1149, 323, 1150, 322, 1462, 673]. pause [1454].

PCF [1504, 632]. PCM [1243].

pearl [1384, 1093, 1370, 268, 1372, 617, 633, 237, 1012, 1096].

pears [605].

Pebbles [594].

application [918].

C [38, 768, 1121, 1268, 1410, 881]. dynamic [1180].

finish [467].

GPU [960].

nesT [1557].

SMPs [152]. software [1186, 556].

SW [1587, 1232]. SW-synthesis [1634].

perceptions [243].

Perfctr [539].

Perfctr-Xen [539]. Performance
Probabilistic
[735, 1494, 500, 1504, 71, 1610, 77, 1503, 94, 1134, 1505, 1611, 1609, 1291]. probability [771]. problem
[2, 1106, 1342, 188, 1023, 381, 61, 1387].
problem-space [61]. problematic [1067]. problems [1449, 893, 56]. procedural [531].
procedure [530]. procedures [989, 18, 1362]. Process [104, 1033, 1571].
processes [399]. processing [405, 1066, 1247, 382, 1297, 1328, 1417, 1136, 952, 895].
processor [1590, 71, 1236, 79, 111, 433, 810].
Product [674, 1283, 1158, 1555, 1552, 787, 786, 784, 419, 243, 1159]. product-based [1555].
Production [1181, 1463].
Production-run [1181]. Productive
[1379, 962]. productiveness [481].
productivity [1378, 1440]. products [785].
Professional [1224, 1568]. Profile
[846, 848, 490]. Profile-guided [846].
profilers [179]. Profiling [1507, 1064, 862, 1424, 538, 218, 567, 1409, 860]. Program
[265, 1239, 7, 1038, 1570, 1066, 1449, 1169, 893, 1445, 1457, 1397, 110, 730, 5, 1583, 24, 1254, 41, 894, 764, 1022, 1554, 510, 189, 1240, 1291, 1489, 27, 524, 1071, 638, 283, 666, 1452, 44, 1063, 151, 1622, 762, 763].
program-assisted [1457].
programmability [977]. programmable
[650, 167, 744, 87]. programmer [1440].
programmers [159, 803, 1024, 505].
programming [624, 1098, 980, 53, 197, 718, 594, 1356, 421, 1369, 1475, 1000]. programs
progress [1618]. project [269]. Prolog
[714]. prune [1235]. Proof
[1516, 991, 1528, 1495, 1101, 615, 889, 1117, 1517, 381, 749, 1098]. Proof-producing
[991]. proof-relevant [1528]. Proofs
[1491, 598, 1482, 1577, 748, 737, 1641, 1272, 1642, 33, 1012]. propagation [481].
properties [869, 653, 517, 1291, 1427, 1116]. prophecies [388]. proportional [185].
propositional [1516, 1510]. Propositions
[1006]. protected [920]. Protecting
[921, 111]. protection [93, 848, 1233, 313]. proto
[330]. proto-scientific [330].
protocol [37, 998, 364]. protocols
[1358, 131, 1317, 1277]. Provably
[1716]. prover [761, 1119, 529, 981]. Proving
[869, 631]. provisioning [542, 82]. Proxies
[352, 1537]. proxy [977]. prune [481].
pruning [532, 401]. pseudorandom
[1469]. Pure
[25, 331, 994]. purely
[611, 722, 1366].
purity [1065]. purpose [67, 1029].
Pushdown
[606, 997]. Pushouts
[1167]. PyPy
[1153]. Python
[1415, 269].
Q
[1347]. QoS
[1179, 586, 1180].
QoS-aware
[1179]. quantification
[1610]. quantile
[1190]. Quantitative
[1111, 1128, 1405, 1495, 14, 20, 1530].
quantum [399, 1281, 1530]. quasi [1500].


queues [580, 1325]. QuickCheck [462]. quickening [348]. quickly [1402, 183]. Quipper [1281].


reachability [1276, 188, 381, 1046, 1290]. reachability-bound [188]. Reactive [664, 1508, 1288, 1382, 731, 1381, 1642, 1180, 1475]. read [186, 1079]. read-only [186].


reasonable [1459, 1069]. Reasoning [1271, 1160, 305, 735, 1478, 1373, 1511, 1395, 371, 1125, 377, 249, 751, 600, 1135, 1510, 1396, 573]. rebooting [521]. ReCamel [238].

receipt [727]. recommendations [1053]. recomputation [1297]. Reconciling [1282, 1657]. Reconfigurable [1, 856, 480].


recording [1264]. records [121, 1608]. recovery [668, 1234, 593, 1307, 546, 1621, 1017, 577, 1182]. rectangular [1693].

Recursion [630, 1378, 621, 1379, 620, 1389, 1380, 41]. Recursive [737, 366, 298, 696, 667, 1426].

recursively [743]. recycle [471].

redirecting [1298]. reduce [1188]. reduced [323]. Reduceron [242]. reduces [1455].

reducible [503]. Reducing [1020, 1351, 685, 80]. reduction [1509, 926, 1450, 1040, 883, 989, 1242, 1588].

reductions [885]. REEact [905].

Refactoring [318, 1422, 1028, 1027, 647, 1421, 60]. refactorings [293]. reference [1016, 1065, 1081, 1408]. references [1257, 318, 368]. refinement [1111, 1257, 383, 1600, 1534, 532, 1484, 1396, 1622].

refinements [746]. refining [376].


Regularities [1188]. ReHype [543].


Relational [1352, 735, 1327, 1494, 249, 17, 21]. relationally [1519]. relations [1528, 732, 293, 1130]. relationship [782].

relatively [1108]. relaxation [1128].

Relaxed [360, 1452, 869, 434, 811, 498, 891].

Relaxed-memory [360]. relevant [1528].
return [1670]. Reusable [44, 1547, 345, 1073]. reuse [949, 1561, 407, 439, 816, 1164, 1605, 113].

**V2E** [922]. valgrind [206]. validate [800]. validation [1620, 1293, 507, 1183].


Vector [381, 127, 1261, 1365].


verify [800]. Verifying [1502, 1405, 1200, 887, 1197, 404, 1286, 259, 1626, 383, 764, 89, 1609]. VeriML [266].


Vice [1220, 1564]. Vice-Chair [1220, 1564]. view [253, 904]. views [1466, 969, 603, 1125].

violation [515, 1217]. violations [899].

Virgil [1258]. Virtual [692, 1658, 678, 553, 779, 1304, 538, 910, 1656, 1312, 1302, 1664, 546, 906, 218, 544, 1698, 1306, 1672, 547, 1649, 1655, 541, 905, 548, 213, 1314, 1305].

virtualisation [470]. Virtualization [537, 904, 542, 325, 1666, 552, 554, 1209, 539, 551, 909, 199, 556, 553, 922]. virtualization-driven [542]. Virtualized [95, 1671, 208, 1202, 903, 1673, 51].

virtualizing [603]. virtually [60]. visitors [1545]. visual [375]. visualization [864].
visualizing [1423]. vivo [449, 826]. VLIW
[841, 1593]. VM [1657, 1307, 920, 543, 918].
VM-protected [920]. VM/application
[918]. VMKit [211]. VMM [1308, 554].
VMM-to-guest [554]. VMs [1203].
VMSscatter [1304]. VOBLA [1591].
volatile [437, 814, 1243]. Volition [1217].
vs [559, 189, 782]. vulnerability [111].
Wait [580, 965, 1082, 943, 1592, 1082, 936, 31, 685, 1337].
Wait-free [580, 965, 1082, 943, 1592, 1082, 936, 31, 685, 1337].
Wait-n-GoTM [1216]. WAN [548]. wand
[1517]. want [1544, 707]. warehouse [1180].
warnings [1270]. warp [1685, 584, 1689].
Waste [707]. wavelength [65].
wavelength-based [65]. way [671]. WCET
[841, 1249, 103, 842, 1584]. WCET-aware
[841, 842]. Weak
[1385, 587, 1602, 2, 1322, 197]. weakest
[698]. wear [468]. wear-leveling [468].
wearable [1278]. web [1662, 932, 1341, 623, 1166, 680, 1074, 876, 1548, 699, 792, 713].
weights [1253]. Well [1688, 358].
Well-structured [1688]. Wellfounded
[1378]. were [856]. Whalesong [1541].
while [83]. White [1066]. whole [1291].
widening [1285]. width [379]. WiFi [553].
wild [649]. wildcards [533, 534]. will
[428, 805]. willing [274]. window
[1098, 567]. wired [553]. wireless [474, 553].
within [251, 243]. without [591, 1640, 1007, 1086, 1381, 1032, 1699, 270, 31, 685, 1337].
words [1362]. Work
[1032, 1004, 1359, 1336, 1052, 154, 559, 1670, 1322, 1296, 1014, 948, 133]. work-efficiency
[559]. Work-stealing
[1032, 1359, 154, 1670, 1322, 948, 133].
workbench [302]. working [545].
Workload [549, 158]. Workload-aware
[549]. world [1192, 861, 1409]. worlds [366].
Wormholes [1095]. worst-case [1583].
wraangling [206]. write
[230, 1243, 1242]. write-mode [1243].
writer [1330, 1340, 719]. writing
[1500, 1020]. written [1410]. wrong [285].
WuKong [1360].
X10 [1681, 117, 948, 1680, 1318]. x86
[888, 1325, 587, 10]. Xbase [1170]. Xbox
[375]. Xen [215, 539]. XIR [210]. xmonad
[1098].
ySpMV [1684]. years
[1283, 1498, 452, 829]. yourself [1011].
Z [203]. Z-rays [203]. zeroing [658]. zippers
[603]. zoo [1597]. ZOOMM [1341].
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